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Internationally Renowned Virologist Releases Definitive
Guide To Understanding And Navigating COVID-19

Tell Me When It's Over: An Insider's Guide to Deciphering Covid Myths and
Navigating Our Post-Pandemic World; Releases February 13, 2024

**Interviews Available With Acclaimed Virologist and Author, Dr. Paul Offit **

Three years on, COVID is clearly here to stay. So what do we do now? Drawing on his expertise as one of the
world’s top virologists, Dr. Paul Offit is helping weary readers address that crucial question in his highly anticipated
forthcoming book, Tell Me When It's Over: An Insider's Guide to Deciphering Covid Myths and Navigating Our
Post-Pandemic World (National Geographic; Available for Pre-Order; On Sale February 13, 2024).

As a member of the FDA Vaccine Advisory Committee and a former member of the Advisory Committee for
Immunization Practices to the CDC, Dr. Offit has been in the room for the creation of policies that have affected
hundreds of millions of people.

In this brief, definitive guide, Dr. Offit marshals the power of hindsight to offer a
fascinating frontline look at where we were, where we are, and where we’re heading in
the now-permanent fight against the disease.

KEY FOCUS POINTS:

● Vaccinations & Immunity - Offering insight on boosters, immunity induced
by natural infection, and what it means to be fully vaccinated.

● COVID Origin - Exploring the dueling origin stories of the disease, tracing
today’s strident anti-vax rhetoric to twelve online sources and tracking the
fallout.

● Long COVID - Understanding what it is, who it’s impacting and the known
treatments.

● A Look To The Future - Revealing whether we can make a better vaccine,
whether it should be mandated, along with fourteen crucial takeaways to eradicate further spread.

Filled with pragmatic analysis, and accompanied by a companion website populated with breaking news and
relevant commentary, Tell Me When It’s Over is the definitive guide to understanding, navigating, and finding new
solutions to the new normal of life with COVID-19.

https://www.paul-offit.com/
https://www.amazon.com/Tell-When-Its-Over-Post-Pandemic/dp/1426223668
https://www.amazon.com/Tell-When-Its-Over-Post-Pandemic/dp/1426223668


ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Paul A. Offit, M.D. is the Director of the Vaccine Education Center at the
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia and the Maurice R. Hilleman Professor of
Vaccinology and Professor of Pediatrics at the University of Pennsylvania.

The co-inventor of the rotavirus vaccine for infants, he has appeared on TODAY,
Good Morning America, CBS This Morning, 60 Minutes, and many other
programs.

Ubiquitous in the press and the recipient of medicine’s most prestigious awards,
Paul is the country’s most trusted experts on vaccines and COVID-19.

The co-inventor of the rotavirus vaccine, he has published more than 180 papers
in medical and scientific journals. His outspoken advocacy for science-based
medicine has drawn praise from around the world.
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